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I 

Introduction 

As threats to internet security have increased in recent years, so has the need for public 

authorities to adapt their laws, policies and instruments to the changing threat landscape. In 

recent years, the Netherlands, like many other countries, has adopted and enforced regulations 

to curb the distribution of spam and malware. 

 

While in technical terms the number of attacks is growing, the economic impacts of spam and 

malware-related security incidents are less clear. That threats to internet security engender 

costs is not disputed. However, the magnitude of these costs is uncertain, as is their incidence 

across the information and communication technology (ICT) value network (Bauer et al. 

2008). All participants in this value network, such as software vendors, network operators, 

Internet Service Providers, and end users, are affected by security incidents, but in very 

different ways. The impacts typically materialize in the form of direct costs, such as loss of 

productivity and damage to systems; indirect costs, such as general prevention measures 

against spam; and implicit costs, for example because of reduced trust in ICT, hampering 

firms’ efforts to introduce cost-saving online services. 

 

Spam and malware are the root cause of a large share of end user’s security-related costs (CSI 

2008). In a technical sense, the problems of malware and spam are converging. Spam is a 

vector to develop botnets and botnets, in turn, are currently the origin of the majority of spam 
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messages. As regulators and governments gear up to reduce the impact of malware and spam, 

it becomes critical to better understand the economic damage associated with these practices.  

 

OPTA, in line with its mandate to enforce Dutch legislation and regulations in the areas of 

postal services and electronic communications, has expressed the need for tools to reliably 

assess the damage associated with the distribution of spam and malware in specific incidents. 

This report sets out to address this need. It develops a generic framework to identify the 

different types of cost impacts, brings together available methods to estimate their magnitude 

and explores the use of the framework under real-world conditions. 

Objective 

The objective of this report is to provide a state-of-the-art toolkit to map and, where possible, 

estimate the direct, indirect and implicit damage caused by concrete cases of spam and 

malware. The framework has to be applicable in cases of spam and malware, as it may 

eventually inform about the graveness of the infringements. 

 

In terms of its geographic reach and the types of security incidents taken into consideration 

the scope of the study is delineated to correspond to OPTA’s jurisdiction and regulatory 

enforcement powers. Geographically, the study covers only on the Netherlands. While many 

of the available tools to estimate costs are not county specific and, thus, may be more widely 

applicable, we focus on tools that are suited for assessing damage in the Netherlands. In terms 

of the types of security incidents, the study concentrates primarily on spam, spyware and 

adware. This focus reflects the categories covered in the current regulatory framework. It is 

important to note, however, that the boundaries among the many forms of malware are not 

always clear. For that reason, we prefer to use the more generic term “malware” unless there 

are reasons to be more specific.  

Report Outline 

The report consists of three parts. Together, they constitute steps toward a toolkit for 

estimating the societal costs of security incidents. The report also provides practical guidance 

on how to apply the method to concrete cases.  
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Chapter II presents a generic framework to map the cost impacts of spam and malware. 

Because of the strong interdependencies in the value network of information services, spam 

and malware typically affect a multiple actors (see Figure 1). The study develops a framework 

to map how different actors are confronted, knowingly or unknowingly, with spam, spyware 

and adware, including how they are affected by the behavior of other actors. 

 

Figure 1: Information Industry Value Network (Van Eeten and Bauer 2008) 
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Chapter III draws upon the growing body of literature that estimates the economic costs of 

security incidents in order to build a practical toolkit. For each of the impacts identified in 

Chapter II, we identify methods to measure or estimate the associated economic costs. As 

accurate data are missing in many areas, these methods range from ”back-of-the-envelope” 

damage estimates to more rigorous and labor-intensive approaches. We will indicate their 

relevant properties, most notably their validity, information needs and limitations. Some of 

the methods currently available produce estimates at higher aggregation levels than those 

relevant to OPTA – for example, estimates for the global damage of a certain attack or 

estimated damage of all malware-related incidents at an organization in a certain year. The 

study examines the potential of applying these methods their findings to concrete cases of 

spam and malware. 
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Chapter IV applies the framework to real-world spam and malware cases to estimate the 

associated total costs to society. To test the feasibility of quantifying the costs caused by 

specific incidents and the practical usefulness of the toolkit, the study applies the framework 

to four actual incidents that were investigated by OPTA. Within the time and budget 

limitations of this study, the researchers attempted to collect the required data from relevant 

actors – e.g., Internet Service Providers (ISPs), end users, security service providers – in order 

to quantify the direct and indirect costs. This exercise demonstrates what is needed to apply 

the toolkit to real-world cases and to what the degree the various costs can be quantified given 

present data availability. It also points out where future data collection efforts may be needed 

to improve the empirical base for cost estimates. 

 

Chapter V draws a number of conclusions from the case studies and outlines a strategy to 

prioritize investigative efforts and data collection. 
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II 

Cost of Internet Security Incidents 

A Framework 

There is no shortage of damage estimates related to internet security breaches – news reports 

cite them regularly. That said most of these estimates are inadequate for our purpose of 

assessing the damage caused by a specific security incident.  

 

First, the underlying methods are often not publicly available, making it all but it impossible 

to replicate the numbers and to assess their validity and reliability. Many of the estimates 

provided by security service providers suffer from this problem. Second, the damage is often 

assessed at a highly aggregated level, for example, the total cost of spam, making it difficult 

to attribute it to a specific security incident.  

 

In recent years, more valid and robust methods have been developed, mostly to support 

decisions about the level and allocation of security investments (e.g., Gordon and Loeb 2006). 

However, third, these are typically focused at the level of individual firms and organizations, 

not at the entire value network and costs to society at large which is the relevant metric for 

public policy and law enforcement decisions. The best available surveys on the damage of 

internet security breaches – the U.S. CSI and U.K. BERR surveys – mirror the firm-level 

focus as well as the focus on assessing the overall damage per year, rather than estimating the 

impact of individual attacks (BERR 2008; CSI 2008). 
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Fourth, the numbers reported are sometimes puzzling and detailed explanations for the 

variations are lacking. For example, the Computer Security Institute in its annual (but 

admittedly not fully representative) report of the security situation of its members reported 

declining annual average costs per firms after a peak in 2001 to a historic low in 2006 (CSI 

2008, p. 16). In 2007, the average loss per respondent rose compared to 2006 but then 

declined again by 16.5 percent in 2008. Several possible reasons exist for these observations. 

The decline in losses may indicate improved awareness and better security measures. In that 

sense, part of the cost of security may have been shifted from damages to costs of prevention 

(which were not included in the losses as defined in the CSI report). An additional possible 

explanation is that the available data sources may suffer from underreporting and other forms 

of inaccuracies. 

 

Currently, no comprehensive framework is available to assess the impact of specific security 

incidents across the value network. In this chapter, we set out to develop such a framework. 

First, we propose a simplified typology of the market players affected by a security incident. 

As the effects of security breaches percolate through the ICT value network, the relevant 

group of players is typically broader than the immediate targets of an attack. Next, we briefly 

discuss three types of costs (direct, indirect, and implicit) corresponding to different forms in 

which security incidents may affect stakeholders. Third, we provide an inclusive list of 

specific cost categories that may be associated with internet security incidents. Finally, we 

briefly discuss how possible pitfalls, such as double-counting of effects, can be avoided. In 

the next chapter, after the framework has been described, we aim to adapt the available 

estimates and methods so that they can be employed in this context. 

Market Players and Stakeholders 

Because of the highly interconnected nature of the internet, security incidents typically not 

only affect the immediate targets of an attack but have second-round effects on other 

stakeholders. Most methods used to assess the costs of security incidents are geared towards 

assessing impacts at the level of an individual firm. From a regulatory point of view, the 

relevant cost of an incident is the total cost to society, which also includes the costs incurred 

by these other stakeholders. Therefore, the framework presented in this report takes costs 
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borne by market players and stakeholders other than the immediate targets into account. To 

delineate this relevant group of stakeholders, we introduce a simplified typology of players 

that make up the overall value network of information services (see also Figure 1, p. 5): 

� Users (home, business) 

� E-commerce companies 

� Infrastructure (software vendors, ISPs, hosting providers, registrars) 

� Incident response (computer security incident response teams, law enforcement) 

� Society at large 

 

The different types are not mutually exclusive but refer to different roles and functions. All 

players are, to a certain degree, also part of the category of users, for example. However, 

many of the impacts that we discuss below are specific to one or several market players in 

another role than that of user of ICT. Take the costs of developing a software patch against 

malware attacks based on vulnerabilities. That cost affects software vendors specifically. We 

have also introduced the category “society at large” for a few types of implicit costs whose 

allocation is too diffuse and ambiguous to be attributed to any of the specific categories of 

market players and stakeholders. 

A Typology of Costs  

The goal of this toolkit is to assist in determining the total costs of security breaches, 

including the effects on the wider value net. For example, malware on an end user’s machine 

may trigger additional customer service calls to the Internet Service Provider. In a 

comprehensive assessment of the cost of security breaches it is necessary to estimate and 

attribute such second-round costs to the incident that caused them. At the same time, caution 

is necessary to avoid double-counting. For example, it would not be appropriate to attribute 

both the increased costs of security service providers and increased expenditures of users for 

security software as the latter most likely includes the former.  

 

Determination of the aggregate cost of a security breach has to start with an estimation of the 

costs experienced at the level of individual stakeholders. When assessing the impact of a 

security incident it is helpful to distinguish between direct and indirect costs (see also Gordon 

and Loeb 2006). Direct damages are costs that are caused by a specific security breach. Often, 
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the magnitude of these direct costs will depend on the magnitude of the security breach. 

Repair cost of machines infected with malware, for example, is the direct result of an attack. 

Indirect costs, while certainly caused by the fact that security breaches occur, are not the 

consequence of a specific breach. Rather, they reflect more generic costs, such as the cost of 

measures to prevent security breaches or the cost of training personnel to adopt secure 

practices. While not caused by a specific incident, a portion of these costs should still be 

attributed, because without concrete incidents, market players would not have to incur these 

expenditures. To include these costs, conventions need to be developed that determine what 

portion of the overall expenditures should be attributed as an indirect cost of a specific breach. 

This approach is comparable with standard accounting practices used by firms.  

 

At the level of an individual or an organization, direct and indirect costs can be either explicit 

or implicit (Gordon and Loeb, 2006). Explicit costs, such as security expenditures, are well 

defined and, in principle, directly visible from cost accounting data. Implicit costs are known 

impacts of security breaches that often elude unambiguous measurement, although it may be 

possible to find proxies. A typical example at the firm level is revenue lost due to reputation 

problems related to security incidents. Implicit costs may also be incurred at the level of 

society at large, for example, if security problems slow down the adoption of online services 

by market players and end users, thus forgoing society-wide productivity increases. It is not 

straightforward to measure what the adoption rate would be in the absence of security 

incidents, but it can be assumed that there are lost opportunities that translate into economic 

damage. Such societal implicit costs are a particular form of opportunity costs, reflecting the 

costs of unutilized improvements that might otherwise have contributed to income and 

economic growth. 

 

For the purposes of this report, we propose to scrutinize security incidents with regard to their 

direct, indirect and implicit costs. Direct costs are a direct result of a security breach. 

Typically, they are relatively well defined and often can be measured directly. Indirect costs 

are caused by security incidents but cannot be directly attributed to a specific incident. Their 

quantification has to be based on conventions as to which share of the total indirect security-

related costs is attributable to an incident. Implicit costs can often not be measured 

unambiguously and may have to be approximated until better and more detailed information 

is collected. It is possible in principle o develop better measures of implicit costs but only at 

the expense of time and resources. In some cases, such implicit costs are so widely diffused 
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that they can only be assessed qualitatively. Which types of costs are most important will 

depend on the details of a specific case and will be different from case to case. Thus, when 

discussing the framework, we will include all three types, even if they may mot be equally 

relevant in a particular case. 

Specific Categories of Cost  

Based on typical scenarios of malware and spam attacks, a range of impacts on stakeholders 

can be identified. The costs associated with these impacts may be direct, indirect or implicit. 

As the specific manifestation of these costs may differ according to a specific case, we use the 

term “categories” to refer to their generic nature. Whereas the cost of most impacts can be 

measured with one type of cost, others may materialize as more than one type. Here, each 

category as well as the actors that are most prominently affected are briefly described. 

Repair Cost 

Repair cost is the sum of the costs of bringing a user device or system back to its original 

state. This may include expenses for hardware, software and labor. Such costs are relevant if 

cyber attacks cause damage to PCs, end user devices, or the IT system of the victim that affect 

the system’s functionality. The costs will depend on the extent in which information security 

is compromised, where security is conventionally defined as the availability, integrity and 

confidentiality of a system. 

 

Most affected players: home users, business users. 

Cost of Lost Productivity 

This category measures the cost of lost working time and productivity caused by an attack, for 

example by malfunctioning equipment, reduced functionality, or the need to delete spam and 

train spam filters. For spam, the cost impact of reduced labor productivity is considered the 

main cost. As there may be losses suffered by home users, we include them as an affected 

player. However, current economic statistics do no place an explicit value on the productive 
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activities of households. Similar arguments may apply to selected other categories that impact 

home users. We return to these issues in the next chapter. 

 

Most affected players: home users, business users. 

Revenue Loss  

In addition to cost increases due to reduced productivity, a firm may experience revenue 

declines as consequence of an attack. If a firm’s computer systems are slowed or fully taken 

down, the firm may lose sales revenue during these outages. This is most apparent in the case 

of e-commerce companies that are critically dependent on automated order processing. It may 

also affect “click-and-mortar” firms that use automated functions in addition to stores.  

 

Revenue losses can occur as first-round and second-round effects. First-round effects are 

revenue losses during system downtimes or impairment of firms affected by an attack. For 

example, malware that changes the default home page or search engine on end user machines 

may lead to revenue losses of search engine providers or other providers of online services, 

such as financial service providers. A reduction in the volume of online financial transactions 

results in revenue loss for credit card companies and other service providers since they charge 

a fee per transaction, either a flat amount or a percentage of the transaction.  

 

Second-round effects could result from reputation effects if security incidents have medium- 

and long-term negative effects on sales. They could also include collateral damages from 

security counter measures. These effects are discussed in separate categories.  

 

To avoid double counting, damage estimates in this category should not also include declines 

in purchases (as these are measured in the form of the matching sales revenues). Likewise, 

where financial service providers are affected, only lost fees and commissions, but not the 

transaction total, should be taken into account. Revenue effects should also be distinguished 

from the higher costs associated with downtime and the associated lower productivity.  

 

Most affected players: business users, e-commerce companies. 
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Cost of Data Loss 

Attacks may lead to compromised availability or integrity of valuable data. This category 

captures the cost of losing data. If data is lost irretrievably, the value of that data to the 

organization has to be counted as a cost. To avoid double counting, this category does not 

include the efforts needed to restore data from back-ups, which is part of the repair cost. 

 

Most affected players: home users, business users. 

Cost of Confidentiality Breach 

This category relates to the compromised confidentiality of data. When malware intercepts 

and captures confidential data, this poses costs to the organization. The data may still be intact 

and available to the organization itself, but the confidentiality breach may imply damages. For 

example, it may trigger costly efforts to comply with data breach notification legislation or 

financial services standards.  

 

In other cases, the exclusivity of data has value. The fact that other parties also have this data 

may reduce its value. However, these costs are highly dependent on who has acquired this 

information. Confidential market data is degraded more when it falls into the hands of a 

competitor than in the hands of an attacker who is intercepting data to extract credit card 

numbers. In the absence of concrete information on who has acquired the data, it may be 

impossible to estimate the value of such forms of data loss. 

 

Most affected players: home users, business users. 

Cost of Fraud  

Malware and spam are increasingly associated with internet-based fraud. The attacker steals 

information to engage in fraudulent transactions, commit identity theft, and in some cases 

extort ransom from the victim. The cost of fraud has to be seen as related to a security 

incident, independently of who is actually bearing the cost. However, caution is required to 

avoid double-counting. For example, the costs of financial fraud should not be assessed both 
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at the level of residential users (whose account may have been compromised) and the level of 

financial institutions (who may hold the consumer harmless). 

 

Most affected players: home users, business users, e-commerce companies, software vendors, 

ISPs, hosting providers, registrars. 

Cost of Reputation Effects 

Security breaches may influence the reputation of a firm. In as far as revenues are influenced 

by reputation security breaches may affect revenues or may require costly public relations 

measures to overcome the reputation damage. All or part of such costs therefore may 

attributable to security incidents. Matters are complicated by the fact that security is also a 

responsibility of the firm. Therefore, reputation effects resulting from lax security measures 

would have to be distinguished from those caused by attacks that succeeded despite 

reasonable security precautions. Estimating either cost is further complicated by the fact that 

revenue losses from reputation effects will often be implicit. For these reasons, caution is 

appropriate when trying to approximate these effects. It is also necessary to avoid double-

counting of effects that were already captured in the revenue loss category. 

 

Most affected players: business users, e-commerce companies, software vendors, ISPs, 

hosting providers, registrars. 

Cost of Security Measures 

The costs incurred by setting up security countermeasures by an actor to secure its system 

against a specific breach can be attributed to a specific incident. If the expenditures or 

investments are needed to deal with the immediate effects of the incident, they may be 

considered direct costs. If the incident leads to additional investment that serve a broader 

purpose – i.e., defend against multiple threats – then part of these ought to be attributed as 

indirect costs. An example is the security training of personnel. 

 

Most affected players: home users, business users, e-commerce companies, software vendors, 

ISPs, hosting providers, registrars. 
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Cost of Infrastructure  

In extreme cases, malware may be so rampant that has an effect on the capital expenditures of 

ISPs. This could be the cost of expanding the network infrastructure as more spam or malware 

is transported over the network; it could also be the cost of adding equipment to inspect and 

filter traffic. Such costs of infrastructure expansion or reconfiguration, whether fixed or 

incremental, are attributable if they are incurred in response to an incident. 

 

Most affected players: ISPs, hosting providers. 

Cost of Patch Development and Deployment 

Software vendors – or hardware vendors who bundle drivers and software with their products 

– have to develop new patches to deal with a security threat. Most of the costs of patch 

development are incurred during patch assembly and testing. These costs may be directly 

related to a specific incident, if the attack uses a specific vulnerability that was not exploited 

by other pieces of malware – the so-called ‘zero-day exploits’. In most cases, however, the 

same vulnerability is exploited by a variety of malware attacks. The cost of developing the 

patch for such vulnerability has to be considered an indirect cost and an attribution convention 

is needed to determine what portion of this cost can be included in the damage estimate of a 

specific attack. 

 

The other side of the process of patching is the deployment of the patch on user machines. 

This category includes the costs of in-house testing of the patch, support and resolution of 

patch deployment as well as the cost of after-deployment activities, including resolving patch 

distribution failures; help desk end-user support costs and the costs of infrastructure 

reconfiguration. 

 

Most affected players: home users, business users, software vendors. 

Cost of Customer Support 

When spam attacks and malware infections generate problems for end-users, this may trigger 

support calls to their ISPs, hosting providers or registrars. The cost of customer support 
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measures is measured by the total cost of handling calls to help lines that are caused by a 

specific security incident.  

 

Most affected players: ISPs, hosting providers, registrars, software vendors. 

Cost of Abuse Management 

For ISPs, hosting providers and registrars, spam distribution and malware infections with their 

network can also generate incoming abuse notifications to their abuse teams. Typically these 

notifications are sent by other ISPs and people in the security community. These notifications 

have to be investigated and, where appropriate, acted upon. This category consists 

predominantly of the labor cost of abuse staff.  

 

Most affected players: ISPs, hosting providers, registrars. 

Collateral Cost of Security Countermeasures  

Countermeasure to security incidents may cause collateral costs if they affect players other 

than the source of the attack. For example, when infected end user machines within the 

network of an ISP or hosting provider send out spam, they may get block listed by third-party 

blacklist operators such as Spamhaus. Under certain scenarios, often in response to the 

inaction of an ISP, the blacklisting may escalate to include wider IP ranges or even the whole 

network of the ISP. Other customers of these providers, who were not involved in the initial 

attack, would then suffer from reduced internet access or other forms of collateral damage. 

Registrars face similar mechanisms. When certain domain names they have registered for 

their customers are involved in malicious activity, the countermeasures of blacklist operators 

may include blocking domain names at a level that includes innocent participants or it may 

even include measures against the registrar itself, if it is perceived as being negligent in terms 

of security.  

 

Most affected players: home users, business users, ISPs, hosting providers, registrars. 
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Cost of Investigation at the Organizational Level 

This category measures the cost of investigative teams within the security community 

focusing on threat assessment. Most of these teams are known as Computer Security Incident 

Response Teams (CSIRTs) and are based in the private sector. When a new threat emerges, 

they analyze it, assess its impact, and plan an appropriate response. The labor cost of these 

efforts may be attributable to specific incidents. 

 

Most affected players: CSIRTs and other incident response organizations. 

Cost of Law Enforcement  

This relates to the public counterparts of the CSIRTS. While the CSIRTs are geared toward 

incident response, the public authorities are focused on investigating incidents in the context 

of law enforcement. The costs of investigation and enforcement fall within this category.  

 

Most affected players: law enforcement agencies, organizations contributing to forensic 

efforts 

Cost of Slower ICT Adoption  

A more diffuse effect of security incidents is that they may undermine the trust in e-

commerce. If this erosion of trust leads to a reduced adoption of online services, society at 

large may suffer because efficiency gains associated with ICT use may remain unutilized. 

Banks, for example, achieve substantial cost savings by having their customers migrate to 

online banking services, away from paper-based transactions and direct interaction at branch 

offices. Whereas the cost of this effect is likely positive, it is nearly impossible to quantify 

and attribute it to a specific incident in a meaningful way. 

 

Most affected players: society at large. 
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Cost of Slower ICT Innovation 

Next to efficiency losses resulting from the delayed and slower adoption of existing online 

services, security incidents may also impede the development of new services. This implicit 

cost to society at large is even more difficult to estimate, let alone attribute to a specific 

incident. 

 

Most affected players: society at large. 

 

Table 1 summarizes the cost categories as well as the players that are most likely affected in 

each category (marked by an “x”). This does not necessarily imply that unchecked cells will 

never be relevant. Whether or not this is true will have to be established in each individual 

case. The iterative framework laid out in Figure 2 implies that for each specific cost category 

the involved analysts will have to make an assessment as to whether it is relevant for the 

specific player or not (in other words, they have to examine each cell of Table 1). For 

example, it may well be that ISPs or other stakeholders incur costs related to law enforcement 

if they are obliged to assist in an investigation without compensation for the required effort. 

Moreover, if stakeholders are affected as users, a determination will have to be made as to 

whether the effect is assessed on a stakeholder-by-stakeholder level or in the aggregate for all 

users at once (the latter will often be easier). . In the remainder of this chapter we briefly 

outline how to use the framework to develop a damage assessment for a security incident. 

Putting the Framework Together 

The framework systematically examines the relevance of these different cost categories for 

each market players also determining whether the impact is experienced as direct, indirect, or 

implicit cost. Figure 2 demonstrates the basic logic of the framework in the form of a 

simplified flow chart. It is best described as an iterative process. Starting from the cost 

categories discussed above, each player is reviewed to establish whether this category is 

relevant. For each player affected by a certain cost category, it is determined how the costs of 

the incident have affected the player (as direct, indirect, and implicit costs). Direct costs are 

directly related to the security incident. Indirect costs cannot be directly be related to a 

specific incident. Because they are caused by an incident, it is justifiable to attribute a portion 

of these costs. For this purpose, conventions need to be agreed. Direct and indirect costs may 
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be available from accounting data. If no such data is collected, proxies might be available. If 

neither direct measures nor proxies are available, an attempt needs to be made to estimate the 

effect.  

 

These steps are repeated until all cost categories have been scrutinized as to whether they are 

relevant for each of the players and, if so, the magnitude of the direct, indirect, or implicit 

impact has been determined. Such determination depends on the available information and 

may be in the form of a direct measure (if accounting data is available documenting the 

impact), a proxy, or a rough estimate. Adding each type of costs across all players and cost 

categories yields an estimate of the total direct, the total indirect, and the total implicit costs 

(as far as they can be quantified). Further aggregating these cost types provides an overall 

estimate of the total cost of the incident. If it is not possible to find a direct measure, proxy or 

estimate for some cost categories, a qualitative analysis may be performed. The outcome of 

the framework is therefore both quantitative – an estimated number indicating the overall 

economic damage – and qualitative – a list of relevant cost impacts for the categories for 

which there are no estimates available. 
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Table 1: Framework of Damage of Security Incidents 
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Figure 2: Logic of the Framework  
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III 

Measures, Proxies and Estimates 

With the framework in place, we can turn to the question of how to assess the damages in 

each category. Sometimes, the costs can be measured directly, as it relates to information that 

is routinely collected by the relevant actors. When the available information is more limited, 

proxies for the damages must be found. When there is even less data to go on, one can still try 

to estimate the costs by making assumptions about certain factors. When dealing with indirect 

cost, an additional step is needed: establishing an attribution convention that defines what 

portion of the overall indirect cost can be attributed to a specific incident.  

 

This chapter identifies measures, proxies and estimates for the cost categories of the 

framework. We have drawn on the literature on information security as well as more generic 

economic literature for methods as well as actual estimates that can assist in this process. It 

should be made clear from the start, however, that for many of the categories there are 

presently no established methods. Moreover, the information base is very often weak and 

reliable estimates are difficult to generate. The area best developed so far are the economic 

methodologies supporting investment decisions in information security at the firm level. 

While these are increasingly sophisticated, they all assume that the firm already knows the 

magnitude of damage caused by a specific incident. In other words, they do not actually 

measure or estimate the damage, but help firms to set up a rigorous risk assessment process to 

transform those damage estimates into rational security investment decisions. 
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For each cost category, we outline an approach to develop measurement, a proxy, or an 

estimate. In principle, one can always develop an estimate, though its quality may vary 

widely. We will see that in many cases the data needed to produce a reliable number are 

extremely difficult to collect. For an overview of the different categories as well as the most 

affected actors, see Table 1 on page 20. 

Repair Cost 

Among the most obvious direct costs of an incident are the expenses incurred for restoring 

computer systems back to their original, pre-attack state. Repair costs typically involve the 

cost of labor and materials (Cashell et al. 2004). Under certain rare scenarios, there may also 

be hardware replacement costs. These would then also be included. 

 

In principle, these costs could be measured directly based on cost accounting data, at least for 

business users. In the case of a large number of affected users, one may have to develop a 

proxy for both the time needed to repair a machine as well as the hourly wage for the IT 

administrators and multiply these proxies with the number of known installations of the 

malware. 

 

Time needed to repair a machine is very much dependent on the kind of malware and will 

have to be established on a case-by-case basis. Some malware infections require little more 

than a routine scan and removal by security software. Others may require reinstallation of 

applications, restoration of data from backups or even a complete reinstall of the operating 

system. A proxy for the hourly wage of IT support staff can be calculated from average wages 

within this sector or based on the hourly rates for independent providers of computer repair 

and maintenance services.  

 

An illustration of an estimate for a hypothetical large-scale worm outbreak was developed by 

Weaver and Paxson (2004, p. 7). The authors estimated the cost of restoring a system to be 

US$ 20 per system: “We assume that it only requires ½ hour of system administrator time to 

restore the system, as most institutions will use mass install techniques, or have administrators 

parallelize a manual install by fixing several computers simultaneously. Assuming a $50,000 
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annual salary with an additional 50% cost in payroll taxes and benefits and a 50 week work-

year, an hour’s time for a system administrator is roughly $40. Thus damage would be $20 

per system.”  

 

Note that the repair of a system which does not require expertise and is done by the 

employees themselves is not included in this category. Such costs are captured as part of 

productivity losses, as the time an employee spends on restoring the system could have been 

spent to create value for the organization. 

 

For home users, there is less cost accounting data to go on and so the possibility of directly 

measuring the damage is more difficult. A study by Consumers Union, a U.S. consumer 

protection organization estimated the total repair cost of residential users to US$ 5 billion in 

2006 and US$ 6.5 billion in 2007 (Consumers Union 2007, pp. 30-31). This includes the cost 

of replaced computers, as some consumers opt to buy a new machine after security problems 

render their current machines inoperable. As with business users, when dealing with large-

scale breaches affecting home users, the use of proxies becomes necessary. If the clean-up of 

a specific malware infection is more complicated than the automated removal that end user 

security software can provide, one could look at the cost of professional support as a proxy. In 

the Netherlands, the current market rates of computer support for cleaning infected home user 

machines are typically in the range of 50-100 Euros per hour.  

Cost of Lost Productivity 

This category measures the costs of lost working time and productivity caused by a malware 

or spam attack, for example by malfunctioning equipment, reduced functionality, or the need 

to delete spam and train spam filters. The assessment of this damage would require data on 

the time lost by users as the result of a specific incident, as well as the economic value of that 

time. Economic theory would suggest that in principle each factor of production is paid 

according to its contribution to value added. Although this does not always hold, it seems a 

reasonable approach to assume that the economic value of time can be approximated by the 

salary or wage paid to an employee. While this cost could potentially be derived from 

accounting data or measured empirically, the large number and heterogeneity of users affected 

by malware infections or spam requires the use of proxies or estimates.  
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There have been a number of surveys trying to establish how much time home and business 

users spend per day on going through and deleting spam messages and on checking spam 

filters for false positives. A recent study at a German university with 8,000 employees found 

that on average people spent 4.87 minutes per day dealing with spam (Caliendo et al. 2008). A 

U.S. survey conducted by security firm Nucleus Research found that business users spent 

about 16 seconds per spam message. With an average of 21 messages, this totals to 5.6 

minutes per day (Nucleus Research 2007). The 2004 National Technology Readiness Survey 

,conducted among home users, reported that users spent an average of 2.8 minutes dealing 

with spam, or about 9 seconds per message (Claburn 2005). Given a known size of a spam 

run, these numbers can be used to estimate the overall number of hours of lost productivity. 

 

As business and home users have to deal with spam messages, the question arises of whether 

the time spent by home users should be valued and included in this category. Currently, 

national accounting does not attribute economic value to time spent outside of gainful 

employment. This is a weakness given that households also contribute to total economic 

wealth generated in society. This leaves two possible approaches: (1) to follow national 

accounting conventions and not attribute and cost for lost productivity to home users; or (2) to 

value time lost at home similarly to time lost at work. The latter is best evaluated at the 

average wage.  

 

Of course, not all spam messages reach end user in-boxes. This would have to be taken into 

account when producing an estimate. Depending on the type of spam and the way it was 

distributed, one could build toward reasonable assumptions on the delivery rate. For example, 

much of the current spam filtering is done on the basis of blacklists of infected machines. 

When a company that is not associated with spam uses its regular mail server to distribute 

spam, the blacklists would in all likelihood not block the messages. As for content filtering, 

now a minor part of the anti-spam measures, the chances that spam gets through are higher 

when they do not advertise the typical spam-related products, such as prescription drugs and 

gambling.  

 

For malware-related incidents, such estimates are more difficult to produce. There is a large 

variety in how a piece of malware impacts the machine and thus the productivity achieved 

with it. Furthermore, not all of the time that a machine is unavailable or slowed down 
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constitutes loss of productivity, because not all work of an organization is computer related. 

In other words, one would have to gather more data or make assumptions about the time lost 

because of a malware attack.  

 

When an estimate has been produced for the amount of time lost, we need a proxy or estimate 

for the economic value of that time. In the absence of detailed data about which users were 

affected to what extent, one could revert to generic measures like GDP per hour to estimate 

the value of the time lost. If there is more specific data on the geography of the malware or 

spam distribution, a weighted GDP could be produced reflecting that information. 

Revenue Loss  

Whereas productivity losses lead to increased costs per unit of output, revenue losses occur if 

a firm loses sales due to malware. Based on the brief discussion in chapter II, only first-round 

revenue effects shall be included in this category. Such revenue losses occur during system 

downtimes or the impairment of firms affected by an attack. They can also originate on the 

customer side if a malware attack blocks access to certain webstores, reroutes the customer to 

websites associated with an attacker, or simply impairs a user’s machine to the point where e-

commerce transactions are postponed or canceled. The revenue effect of such incidents is a 

function of the reliance of a business on ICT, the range of alternative sales channels that is 

available, and the magnitude of an attack.  

 

In the case of e-commerce companies that are fully dependent on ICT the effect may be more 

severe than in the case of hybrid “click-and-mortar” businesses that rely on e-commerce only 

in addition to a physical store presence. Moreover, it will depend on consumer behavior: if 

people that are temporarily unable to perform an electronic transaction wait to execute it at a 

later point, no revenue loss may be experienced by the business. If they shop at an alternative 

supplier, revenue may be lost by one business but it is a zero-sum activity as another business 

will have a corresponding revenue gain. Only in cases where transactions do not happen at all 

will revenue losses be a problem from a societal point of view. 

 

Whereas revenues loss data may be available from accounting data, business associations, and 

other sources, in most cases no direct measure will be available. Due to the existence of 
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alternative ways to conduct a transaction, revenue losses are probably only a noticeable 

problem if an attack is severe and lasting and revenue losses are not recoverable through 

alternative means. In such cases prorated sales revenues could be estimated from information 

or estimates of the experienced downtime as a share of annual operation time times the 

average revenue during a day of operation. 

Cost of Data Loss 

If the attack causes data to be lost irretrievably, the value of that data to the organization 

should be counted as a cost. While there has been quite a substantial body of work on valuing 

data assets, valuation of data loss has proven a very difficult task. One method would be to 

look at the historical cost of collection the data. Alternatively, one could look at the cost of 

having to collect that data today. These methods are problematic, because the cost of 

collecting the data does not need to converge with how much the data is actually worth to the 

user. Data that is very costly to collect but never used represents little or no value to the user. 

Consequently, the damage is equally marginal when the data is irretrievably lost. 

 

Other approaches have focused on the exchange value of information and on its value-in-use. 

These two valuation methods produce very different outcomes for the same information asset. 

Value-in-use focuses on what the data is worthwhile in use, where as the exchange value 

compares of the data to other sources, i.e., tries to establish a market price. There are 

accounting conventions around these methods that can provide guidance in producing 

estimates for the damage of data losses.  

Cost of Confidentiality Breach 

Contrary to data loss, confidentiality breaches typically leave the data intact and available to 

the end user, but the loss of confidentiality may imply damages. For example, it may trigger 

costly efforts to comply with data breach notification legislation.  

 

There have been recent surveys into the actual damage at organizations that have lost 

confidential information resulting in a publicized data breach (Ponemon Institute 2007; 2008). 

The surveys did not ask for actual accounting data, but ask the participants to provide broad 
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estimates based on a “shadow costing method”. The main direct and indirect costs incurred by 

these players were: detection and escalation of the breach, notification, ex-post response and 

lost business. The surveys over 2007 found that the total cost of the breach per record 

compromised were £47 in the U.K. and US$ 197 in the U.S. Lost business made up the largest 

portion of these costs – i.e., customers that took their business elsewhere after the breach had 

become public or reduced acquisition of new customers.  

 

In our proposed framework, lost business is captured under the category “cost of reputation 

effects”. Therefore, only other costs of confidentiality breach should be taken into account to 

avoid double-counting. The cost of the notification itself and other forms of customer support 

after the breach were limited in comparison. In some cases, only joint estimates of the two 

categories (cost of reputation loss, cost of confidentiality breaches) may be feasible. The 

problem of accounting for a firm’s own responsibility will have to be addressed in either case. 

 

Other studies have that breach disclosures had a significant negative effect on stock market 

capitalization (Campbell et al. 2003; Cavusoglu et al. 2004; e.g., Acquisti et al. 2006). While 

stock prices fell after disclosure, it is still unclear whether this effect is transient or has more 

lasting implications. 

Cost of Fraud  

Malware and spam are associated with a wide range of internet-based fraud (e.g., Bauer et al. 

2008). Phishing spam seeks to solicit confidential information from victims to engage, for 

example, in fraudulent e-commerce transactions or to commit identity theft. Some forms of 

malware seeks to intercept and change financial transactions between customers and their 

banks (Krebs 2007; 2008). Other malware renders the data of a user inaccessible until a 

ransom has been paid to the attacker. Botnets of infected end user machines are also 

implicated in click fraud targeted at advertising services such as Google AdSense.  

 

When the spam or malware attack involves fraud, these costs have to be included in the 

damage assessment. In principle, this cost can be measured directly for a specific attack, as 

victims or institutions report fraudulent transactions and seek reimbursement. Such 

measurements are indeed performed by some institutions, such as APACS in the U.K. and 
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FDIC in the U.S. (APACS 2008; Krebs 2008). In the Netherlands, there is no such 

aggregation of data on financial fraud.  

 

That said, it might not always be possible to directly link a fraudulent transaction to a specific 

attack. The victim might not know exactly how his or her bank or credit card account was 

compromised, only that it was. Forensic evidence may establish a direct link or the financial 

institution may see a pattern of fraud that points to a specific culprit. The opposite may also 

occur, by the way. Banks sometimes turn down claims of fraud by their customers, because 

customers are not able to prove that the transaction was indeed fraudulent (Ringelestijn 2008). 

Current Dutch legislation allocates the liability and burden of proof with the customer, not 

with the financial institution. 

 

In a similar vein, the online advertising services could provide actual data on the cost of a 

specific click fraud attack. There are some aggregate estimates available as well. For the past 

three years, Click Forensics publishes the Click Fraud Index, based on data from more than 

4,000 online advertisers and agencies (ClickForensics 2008). During the 3rd quarter of 2008, 

the average click fraud rate across industries was estimated at 16 percent. In content 

industries, an even higher click fraud rate of 27.1 percent was detected during the same 

period. Given the amount spent for online advertising, these rates translate into potential 

damages of around US$ 1 billion for 2008 (Claburn 2006). 

Cost of Reputation Effects 

Reputation affects the revenues of firms in multiple ways. High reputation may increase 

customer loyalty and render marketing more effective. In reputation-sensitive businesses, 

there will be a strong association between revenues and reputation.  

 

Such effects are particularly strong in ICT market segments such as software but also for 

businesses requiring confidential customer information. Reputation effects on revenues will 

almost always be implicit. In many cases, they will not be the result of one security breach 

(unless it was severe) but only emerge as a consequence of a repeated poor security record.  
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A difficult problem with attributing costs associated with reputation effects to specific 

incidents is that the firm may have a shared responsibility in a security breach if it had not 

invested sufficiently in security. Only instances in which firms followed best practice security 

measures but were still attacked should therefore be included. A similar attribution rule 

should apply to costs of marketing campaigns necessary to restore a firm’s reputation. 

Cost of Security Measures 

A security incident may cause direct and indirect cost in terms of additional security 

measures. The expenditures associated with the immediate incident response are considered 

direct costs. This includes, for example, temporarily hiring extra IT staff and security 

expertise or buying additional bandwidth to withstand an attack.  

 

If the incident leads to investments that serve a broader purpose – i.e., preventative measures 

such as training personnel or buying mitigation services against denial of service attacks from 

their ISP – then these would be considered indirect costs. To include such cost in a damage 

assessment, an attribution convention has to be established. We did not come across any such 

conventions for security investments so these would have to be developed.  

 

While these costs could potentially be measured directly, we face again the issue that the scale 

of most attacks makes this infeasible. For malware-related attacks, one could develop crude, 

but perhaps useful estimates by focusing on the portion of a specific attack in the overall 

number of malware infections. To illustrate: If there is data on the number of infections or 

installations caused by a specific attack, then one could compare that number with the overall 

number of infections as reported by security service providers. The numbers that most 

providers publish are extrapolations based on a sample of infected machines. However, 

Microsoft publishes actual measurements, based on feedback from their Malicious Software 

Removal Tool (e.g., Microsoft 2008). This tool runs monthly on around 500 million 

Windows-based machines and reports back to Microsoft how many infections it has found 

and cleaned up. The number reported by this data can be used to establish the ratio between 

the number of infections of the specific incident to the overall number of infections. Now 

assume as a proxy for the cost of dealing with such infections the license fee for an anti-

malware software solution. The estimate for the indirect costs of the security measures would 
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then be the number of infections by the incident times the license fee divided by the overall 

number of infections.  

Cost of Infrastructure  

In extreme cases, malware and spam has an effect on the capital expenditures of the ISP or 

hosting providers. If such costs are incurred in the immediate response to an incident, the 

incremental expansion of infrastructure or change in infrastructure configuration may be 

attributable. However, it may be difficult to establish a connection between infrastructure 

costs and a specific incident. 

 

Previous research (Van Eeten and Bauer 2008, pp. 29-30) has found that infrastructure 

investment decisions are typically unrelated to security issues – apart from the costs of 

security equipment, which are part of another category. One industry insider argued that ISPs 

and hosting providers may not be able to identify the connections between their infrastructure 

expenditures and their security issues, because both are dealt with by different professionals 

in different parts of the organizations. To the security professionals, the infrastructure cost is a 

number their accountant writes on a check every month. However, infrastructure is the main 

overall cost for any ISP, so any effect of malware on capital expenditures could potentially 

outstrip other expenditures. These costs do not gradually increase with the amount of malware 

and spam, but rather as a step function when capacity runs out. It is very difficult to relate 

these expenditures back to specific traffic patterns of spam and malware infections. Only 

higher up in the organization are people in a position to compare the relevant numbers, 

although at that level the necessary security expertise and data is often missing. 

Cost of Patch Development and Deployment 

From a security perspective, patching is the process of producing new software code to fix 

security vulnerabilities in existing programs. It is an important strategy in fighting malware, 

which thrives on exploiting such vulnerabilities. There are two sides to patching: the 

development of the patch by the software vendor and the deployment of the patch by the 

home or business user of the software. Research has indicated that both of these processes are 

typically very costly. For enterprise-grade software, the development, testing and release of a 
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single patch may easily run into the millions of Euros (Van Eeten and Bauer 2008, pp. 40-41). 

The driver behind this cost is the fact that the deployment of the patch by the customer must 

not cause any disruptions or other unintended effects. This means that the patch has to be 

tested extensively and under a large variety of configurations, mimicking the variety of 

configurations and conditions under which the software is used by customers.  

 

On the other side there is the cost of deployment of patches by users. Business users typically 

investigate and test patches in house before deploying them across their networks. If the patch 

is applied to a critical system in a production environment, downtime can be very expensive. 

They often also incur related costs, including expenses for help desk assistance, failure 

resolution, and infrastructure. Empirical research has produced highly varying estimates of the 

costs of patch deployment. One study reported that a single patch costs between around US$ 

10 per machine for regular Windows clients and up to US$ 80 per machine for database 

servers (Forbath et al. 2005). Another study, however, claimed that patching a single desktop 

machine costs around US$ 250 (McAlearney 2004). Even though home users do not have 

such stringent requirements, keeping a machine patched and up to date is nevertheless time 

consuming, which also implies cost. 

 

To include these costs in a damage estimate for a specific malware attack, a pro-rating 

mechanism would have to be developed. A single patch covers a vulnerability that is typically 

exploited by more than one piece of malware. In fact, attackers have learned to use the 

patches released by software vendors to find out what the underlying vulnerabilities are. Often 

they quickly distribute pieces of malware to exploit those vulnerabilities before the patch has 

been widely deployed. There is no obvious method to pro-rate the costs of patch development 

and deployment to a specific attack, but one approach could try to assess how many pieces of 

malware are trying to exploit the vulnerability, in addition to the malware under investigation. 

There are public sources that track what malware is attacking what vulnerability.1 Security 

service providers may be able to provide data on the extent to which each piece of malware 

has been deployed in the wild. Using such numbers, one could try to assess what portion of 

the overall costs of patch development and deployment for a specific vulnerability could be 

attributed to the variant of family of malware that is under investigation. 

                                                 

1 For Microsoft-related products, see for example: http://www.microsoft.com/security/portal/default.aspx 
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Cost of Customer Support 

Security incidents that generate problems for end users may trigger support calls to their ISPs, 

hosting providers or registrars. The ISPs may not be formally responsible for the customers’ 

machines; in reality many customers call their ISP whenever there is a problem with their 

internet access. Regardless of how the ISP deals with these issues, such calls increase their 

costs. Similar dynamics exist for hosting providers and registrars. 

 

In other research, ISPs mentioned the customer support as their main security-related cost 

(Van Eeten and Bauer 2008). Dutch ISPs indicated that an incoming call to their customer 

center costs them on average in the range of 5-7 Euros, while an outgoing call – for example, 

to contact the customer regarding an infected machine – costs them around 10-16 Euros. The 

costs for contact via e-mail were similar. These costs include direct as well as indirect costs – 

i.e., the cost of labor of the support agent as well overhead costs that are attributed to these 

calls. 

 

While ISPs maintain accounting data on their customer support efforts and call centers, they 

may not register what portion of the calls are related to security. Even if they do maintain 

such statistics, it is usually difficult to relate these calls to specific incidents. Customers may 

not be able to tell what instance of malware is giving them problems. Only when an incident 

affects many customers at the same time, can an ISPs or hosting provider recognize an 

underlying cause. 

Cost of Abuse Management 

Similar to the cost of customer support, ISPs, hosting providers and registrars incur costs to 

deal with incoming abuse notifications from other ISPs and people in the security community. 

This category consists predominantly of the labor cost of the abuse staff to investigate and, 

where needed, act on the notification. The notifications can be triggered by security problems 

with the ISP itself, but also by problems of their customers.  

 

ISPs have adopted widely different approaches for their back offices and their complaint and 

abuse desks in particular. Data collected in the context of another study indicate a wide range 
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of practices (Van Eeten and Bauer 2008). ISPs face a trade-off between investment in capital 

equipment that facilitates automated responses to spam, staffing a larger abuse and help desk 

or being less responsive to abuse notifications. The number of full-time abuse desk employees 

per 100,000 customers varies by an order of magnitude and ranges from 0.24 to 2.5 for the 

residential market. It is typically much higher in the business market. This implies that the 

labor cost to deal with incoming notifications varies widely.  

 

Because abuse notifications are typically sent by security professionals, these are often more 

precise in indicating the type of incident that is associated with the malicious behavior. In 

some cases, this may enable data collection on the number of abuse notifications that have 

been triggered by a specific incident. 

Collateral Cost of Security Countermeasures  

Some security incidents may trigger countermeasures that inadvertently also affect other 

stakeholders. Hence they cause collateral damage that has to be taken into account in an 

overall assessment of the costs of an incident. For instance, the activity of spammers may lead 

to the blacklisting of the outgoing email platform of an ISP by blacklist operators such as 

Spamhaus. This would effectively disable all outgoing email from all customers of that ISP 

and impose costs on these customers. They also are likely to contact the ISP, which can cost 

around 5 to 8 Euros per incoming call. For a medium-sized ISP, the blacklisting of its 

outgoing mail platform can quickly generate tens of thousands of incoming calls. Similar 

scenarios hold for hosting providers or registrars. Malicious websites may be blocked in ways 

that also render other websites on the same server or IP address unreachable. If the servers 

also host e-commerce websites, this can imply lost revenue and productivity for the hosting 

client as well.  

 

Most of these impacts consist of labor costs and overhead, for example of call centers and 

abuse teams. One could estimate them based on accounting data or more general proxies such 

as GDP per hour. 
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Cost of Investigation at the Organizational Level 

The distribution of malware, and to a lesser extent spam, trigger incident response processes 

in a variety of organizations across the value net. Experts analyze the new threat, 

communicate with other incident response organizations and devise response strategies. 

CSIRTs play a key role in this process. Their direct and indirect costs, consisting mostly of 

labor costs and overhead, should be included in the damage estimate.  

 

To avoid double counting, one should exclude the incident response activities that are already 

included in other categories. For example, incident response by IT professionals working for 

large business users will typically be included in the cost of repair and the cost of lost 

productivity. The efforts by security service providers, such as the anti-virus software 

companies, may already be included in the license fees that users pay as part of their cost of 

security measures. Such double-counting issues will have to be dealt with on a case-by-case 

basis. 

Cost of Law Enforcement  

This category measures the costs to the public sector related to enforcing security laws and 

regulations and investigating and prosecuting security breaches. While the CSIRTs are geared 

toward incident response, the public authorities are focused on investigating incidents in the 

context of law enforcement. To our best knowledge, the cost of security related law 

enforcement activities are not accounted for separately and therefore have to be approximated 

or estimated.  

 

A lower bound for the total cost of security-related law enforcement could be established as 

the full-time equivalent cost of the staff involved in such tasks. However, this does not 

capture other costs to the judicial and legal system, such as the cost of promulgating new 

legislation in response to an incident or the cost of the court system caused by security-related 

cases.  
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The wide diffusion of costs throughout the legal and judicial system makes this a challenging 

task. Once either a narrowly or broadly defined figure is determined, the total needs to be 

prorated to establish the cost attributable to one incident. 

Cost of Slower ICT Adoption  

A more diffuse effect of security incidents is that they may undermine the trust in e-

commerce. If this erosion of trust leads to a reduced adoption of online services, then this 

implies damages to society at large, because of lost efficiency gains associated with ICT. 

Banks, for example, achieve substantial cost savings by having their customers migrate to 

online banking services, away from paper-based transactions and direct interaction at branch 

offices. Whereas the cost of this effect is likely positive, it is nearly impossible to attribute it 

to a specific incident in a meaningful way. The contribution of ICT to economic growth has 

been measured in several studies. The EU estimates that about 25% of increases in total factor 

productivity are associated with ICT use. Persistent security concerns will most likely reduce 

that contribution. 

Cost of Slower ICT Innovation 

Next to efficiency losses because of the reduced adoption of current online services, security 

incidents may also impede the development of new services. This implicit cost to society at 

large is even more difficult to estimate, let alone attribute to a specific incident. Similar 

arguments as made in the previous category apply. ICT innovation is an integral part of the 

contribution of ICT to productivity increases and economic growth. Persistent security 

concerns will most likely reduce that contribution. 
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IV 
Applying the Framework: 
Real-World Examples 

With the framework in hand, we now turn to two case studies that allow us to establish the 

feasibility of generating damage estimates under real-world conditions. To telegraph ahead to 

the main findings: while in either case there was often too little data available to directly 

measure the various costs categories, it was possible to provide estimates for the relevant 

categories. In both cases we found that only a few categories had a significant impact on the 

overall damage estimates. This greatly reduced the need to develop realistic estimates for the 

more indirect and second-order type of impacts.  

 

The first case concerns a spam campaign by a company called Thuiswerkcentrale. The second 

case concerns the distribution of malware that was hidden in MSN messenger and also 

includes parts of another case which focused on the malware known as DollarRevenue 

adware. For each case, we briefly introduce the type of security breach and then apply the 

framework by going through the different relevant cost categories. During the analysis, we 

have relied on the data and information as provided by OPTA, which has carried out 
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investigations and imposed fines in both cases.2 We did not gather any primary data 

ourselves. 

Case: Thuiswerkcentrale 

Between December 2004 and December 2007, an agency called Thuiswerkcentrale sent out a 

series of spam runs. While the total number of messages is unknown, the investigation 

established that between January 2006 and June 2007, Thuiswerkcentrale sent out at least 4.5 

million spam messages to Dutch and Belgian email addresses in which they offered their 

services to find work-at-home jobs – in Dutch: ‘thuiswerk’ – for customers. People who were 

interested in these services would call an expensive premium phone number. The agency 

profited by keeping customers on the line as long as possible without ever actually providing 

the service. The bulk of the recipients were Dutch, the remainder were Belgian. The email 

addresses indicated that these were mostly home users, not business users.  

Repair Cost  

Repair cost includes costs incurred when bringing the infected machine back to its original 

state. In this case, the emails were not carrying any malware and thus did not damage the 

machines they reached. Therefore this cost category is not relevant.  

Cost of Lost Productivity 

Although the spam messages which reached the user machines did not influence the 

functionality of the machine, users had to spend time reading and deleting them. The bulk of 

the recipients were home users. Economists conventionally exclude home users from 

estimates of productivity losses, but that convention has been criticized as being outdated and 

problematic. For our analysis, we will include them, also in light of the fact that this was 

email offering services for people looking for jobs, which implies economic productivity.  

 

                                                 
2 More information on the investigations of OPTA into these cases is available, in Dutch, at these locations:  
Thuiswerkcentrale: http://www.opta.nl/nl/actueel/alle-publicaties/publicatie/?id=2584 
MSN-worm: http://www.opta.nl/nl/actueel/alle-publicaties/publicatie/?id=2776 
DollarRevenu: http://www.opta.nl/nl/actueel/alle-publicaties/publicatie/?id=2595 
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There are no direct measurements of the actual productivity losses, but we can use proxies in 

order to attribute cost. Research mentioned in the previous chapter has provided estimates on 

how much time is spent on spam messages, both by business as well as home users. We are 

going to use the lower estimate: 9 seconds per message. To estimate the value of the time 

spent, we use gross domestic product (GDP) per hour. There are different relevant figures, for 

the Netherland and Belgium in 2006 and 2007. The GDP per hour for the Netherland in 2006, 

46.1 Euros, is the lowest of these figures.3  

 

While it is known that 4.5 million spam messages were sent, there is no data on how many 

were filtered and blocked and how many reached user inboxes. Generally, only a fraction of a 

spam campaign reaches inboxes. In this case, however, we expect the number to be a lot 

higher. The spam was in Dutch, sent out in the Netherlands and Belgium only and sent out 

with relatively low intensity, which means it is not easily picked up by filtering software. 

Furthermore, the messages were sent from dial-up connections with dynamic IP addresses, 

which are notoriously difficult to block with blacklists. Taking these factors into 

consideration, we argue that a conservative assumption is that 50 percent of the total number 

of messages reached user inboxes, or 2.25 million messages. 

  

The cost of productivity loss can now be estimated by multiplying the number of spam 

messages that reached user mailboxes by the time spent per message by GDP per hour: 

2,250,000 (number of spam messages that reached user inboxes) times* 0.0025 (hour spent to 

delete spam) times* 46.1 (GDP per hour) equals = 259,313 Euros. 

Revenue Loss 

The spam messages contained advertisements informing the user about available work-at-

home employment opportunities which they never provided. There are legitimate 

organizations that actually provide these opportunities. Users in demand of this service may 

have called the aforementioned types of companies in order to receive their service instead of 

calling the premium number provided by the spam message. In other words, the revenues 

earned by Thuiswerkcentrale may, in part, represent lost revenue of legitimate providers. That 

                                                 

3 We have derived this rate from the following data of the Dutch Bureau of Statistics: the 2006 Dutch GDP in 
current prices (539929 million Euros) divided by the 2006 labor volume (11707 million hours). 
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said, if these home users were really seeking work-at-home employment, they might still 

acquire such services from legitimate providers, after it had become clear that 

Thuiswerkcentrale would not offer actual job opportunities. In other words, we have no way 

of establishing to what extent the use of the fraudulent service resulted in the reduced use of 

services of legitimate agencies or whether it only postponed the use of legitimate services. We 

have therefore opted to include this cost only in a qualitative sense. 

Cost of Data Loss 

The spam messages did not cause any damage to the machine and thus user data remained 

unharmed. Therefore this category is not relevant for the case. 

Cost of Confidentiality Breach 

The case does not indicate any confidentiality breaches, so this category is not relevant to the 

case. 

Cost of Fraud 

Thuiswerkcentrale did not provide legitimate employment services, which implies that its 

revenues from the premium phone number are fraudulent. OPTA has found evidence that this 

fraud amounts at least to 1.6 million Euros. Additional evidence suggests that the amount is at 

least 1.8 million Euros. This amount is calculated conservatively and the actual amount of 

fraud is likely to be significantly higher.  

 

Not all of this damage can be attributed to the spam messages, however, as Thuiswerkcentrale 

claims it also took out newspaper advertisements. OPTA notes that Thuiswerkcentrale 

provided no evidence to back up this claim, let alone provide data that could indicate the 

intensity of the marketing effort through news paper advertisements. Even a conservative 

estimate could therefore attribute at least three quarters of the revenue of the premium phone 

number as damage to the distribution of spam messages, which amounts to 1.35 million 

Euros. 
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Cost of Reputation Effects 

The fact that users receive spam may cause reputation effects for providers of information 

services, such as their email provider. In many cases, this is their ISP. If the spam messages 

include malware, then other market players may be affected as well, such as software and 

hardware vendors. The case of Thuiswerkcentrale does not include any malware or other 

security threats. While the spam message themselves may have had reputation effects, these 

are likely to be small, because of the relatively low volume of the spam campaign. 

Thuiswerkcentrale sent out at least 4.5 million messages in a period of more than a year. This 

number is dwarfed by the average spam levels for that period, January 2006 to June 2007. 

While the estimates vary, they robustly indicate that in that period the spam levels fluctuated 

between 50-120 billion messages per day (IronPort 2006; IronPort 2007). Any attempt to pro-

rate the overall costs of spam, including reputation effects, to the messages sent by 

Thuiswerkcentrale, will lead to very small, if not negligible, damage estimates.  

Cost of Security Measures 

Installation of anti spam software is the additional security measure to protect a machine 

against spam messages, both by mail service providers as well as end users. Spam can be 

filtered at the ISP before it reaches mailboxes. End users may install anti-spam to protect their 

machines from futures spam attacks. It is difficult to find reliable figures on these costs. 

However, we can quickly establish that whatever they are, the damage of the spam from 

Thuiswerkcentrale is likely to be marginal. To explore this, we will make a number of 

assumptions that err on the side of overestimating the damage. Even under those assumptions, 

we find that the damage is marginal at best.  

 

Yearly anti-spam solutions for home users cost around 5 to 10 Euros per computer. For ISPs, 

the figures are similar per user inbox. We do not now how many individual users received 

spam from Thuiswerkcentrale, but at most it would concern 4.5 million users. Using these 

figures, we could estimate the upper boundary of the indirect cost of the spam of 

Thuiswerkcentrale to be 4.5 million times 20 Euros (end user solution per machine and ISP 

solution per mailbox) equals 90 million Euros.  
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The security measures are effective for all spam, not just that of Thuiswerkcentrale. 

Therefore, we would have to pro-rate the costs of these measures by establishing what part of 

them can reasonable be attributed to this specific case. A conservative estimate is to assume 

that the level of spam for the period of the case is 50 billion messages per day. Using these 

figures to pro-rate the indirect costs to the case, we would get this figure: 90 million Euros 

times 4.5 million messages divided by (547 days times 50 billion messages per day) equals 15 

Euros. Note that this is the upper bound estimate. In other words, even in the absence of 

accurate data, we can safely assume that this cost is negligible.  

Cost of Infrastructure 

This category of cost includes expansion of infrastructure for ISPs and hosting providers to 

handle increases in traffic. It is very to measure calculate this cost for one incident, as 

infrastructure expansion is hardly ever driven by a single incident. However, this cost would 

have to be pro-rated as well, as was the case in the previous category, and therefore is very 

likely to be negligible. 

Cost of Patch Development and Deployment 

The attack did not involve any malware, which means there is no damage associated with 

patching. 

Cost of Customer Support and Abuse Management 

There is no data available regarding the number of incoming calls to customer support centers 

of Dutch ISPs that were triggered by the spam messages. Other research has found each 

incoming call to customer support to cost 5-8 Euros. For this to result in damage that 

significantly impacts the overall estimate for this case, there would need to have been tens of 

thousands of calls. That seems highly unlikely, for spam in general and for a campaign of 

such moderate intensity in particular.  

 

The spam messages were sent from regular consumer Internet connections. This may have 

triggered abuse notifications to the ISP providing these connections to Thuiswerkcentrale, 
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TinTel. Even more than with the costs of customer support, the number of abuse notifications 

would have to be very high to amount to any significant amount of damage. As all the 

incoming notifications would be related to the same problem, a specific dynamic IP address 

sending out spam, they would not require additional investigation on the part of the ISP. 

Earlier research has found that even small abuse teams can deal with thousands of incoming 

notifications per day (Bauer et al. 2008, p. 22). Again, even in the absence of actual data for 

this case, it is clear that the amount of damage in this category is marginal at best. 

Collateral Cost of Security Countermeasures 

Under some scenarios, spam campaigns may trigger countermeasures that affect the 

originating ISP or email service provider, such as massive blacklisting of their network or 

their outgoing email platform. This, in turn, may result in collateral damage, as the other 

customers of the provider would also experience problems and the provider would incur 

customer support costs dealing with them. In this case, however, there is no indication of 

significant level of blacklisting affecting the relevant ISP or any other countermeasure that 

would cause collateral damage. A spam campaign of this modest intensity is unlikely to 

trigger such measures. 

Cost of Investigation at the Organizational Level 

We have no indication of efforts within security communities such as CSIRTs. Even without 

such evidence, it seems clear that the cost would have been marginal compared to the overall 

damage estimate. A small set of professionals would, at best, spend several hours on this 

incident. Even an upper bound approach would be hard pressed to produce an estimate of 

more than a few thousand Euros. 

Cost of Law Enforcement 

For obvious reasons, OPTA is not allowed to include the costs of its own investigations in the 

process of determining fines for security breaches. Even though these costs may be substantial 

and could be gathered from their internal accounting data, we have agreed to not include them 

in this case study. 
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Cost of Slower ICT Adoption 

This category of cost is in general not quantifiable, but would likely be negligible for this 

case, as it constitutes an almost negligible part of the overall population of spam messages 

that may influence the ICT adoption in the long run.  

Cost of Slower ICT Innovation 

For the reasons mentioned in the previous category, this cost is also not quantifiable but likely 

to be negligible. 

Total Cost Estimate 

Aggregating the findings of the different categories produces a total estimate of 1.61 million 

Euros. This number consists only of productivity losses and the cost of fraud. Other cost 

categories were either not relevant, likely to be negligible or impossible to estimate because of 

a lack of data or the diffuse nature of the damage.  

Case: MSN Malware 

In the period of September 2006 till October 2007, an attacker used social engineering tactics 

to get unsuspecting users to install a corrupted version of MSN messenger. The malware then 

enabled both further infections of other MSN messenger by sending a URL to everyone on the 

user’s MSN messenger contact list. The URL tricked users to think they were going to receive 

photos, when in fact they were downloading an executable piece of malware. The infected 

machine became all but unusable as it constantly forced the focus on the window of MSN 

messenger, disrupting the use of other programs.  

 

The MSN malware also enabled the installation of other malware. This was used to provide 

installations for affiliate programs of other malware distributors. These programs pay for each 

machine on which their software is installed. In particular, the MSN malware was used to 

install the adware of DollarRevenue on 179,154 machines, as well as 3,513 installations of 

Matcash adware and an unknown number of installations of Rasermedia malware. As these 
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installations were executed as part of the attack with the MSN malware, we argue that the 

damage estimate needs to include their effects as well. 

Repair Cost & Cost of Lost Productivity 

Installation of the MSN malware resulted in severely reduced functionality of the machine. In 

order to bring the machine back to its original status, the installed malware had to be 

removed. The same holds for the DollarRevenue adware. According to OPTA’s analysis of 

both software packages, they were almost impossible to remove without professional help, at 

least until automated removal procedures became available from security software providers. 

There is no specific information about when the countermeasures for this specific malware 

were available, but StopBadware.org, an authoritative consortium of industry and academic 

institutions tracking malware, officially listed DollarRevenue as malware as late as 15 

November 2006.  

 

We have no data on the costs, in terms of time or money, incurred by users to repair their 

machines. Neither do we know whether users immediately tried to remove the software or 

whether they suffered through its effects for a period of time, perhaps until automated 

measures became available. In the absence of such data, we go through a few scenarios that 

allow us to make robust assumptions that produce a conservative estimate of these costs. 

Since the speed of repair directly affects lost productivity, we have opted to explore both costs 

simultaneously.  

 

We can think through several scenarios that span a variety of user behaviors when confronted 

with the MSN and DollarRevenue malware. The user can either seek professional help 

immediately after infection, can attempt to uninstall the malware manually or can suffer 

through the disrupting effects of the malware until an automated countermeasure becomes 

available. In the first scenario, the main cost incurred is the fee of the professional service to 

repair the machine. It also implies lost productivity, as the user has to bring the machine in to 

the repair service or because the user does not have access to the machine if it is being 

repaired on site. In the Dutch market, the costs of professional repair are currently around 50-

100 euro per machine. We have no figures for 2006 or 2007, but there are no signs that these 

rates have risen. If anything, they seem to have gone down as the market for such services has 

expanded and developed. We also conservatively estimate that users lose an hour of 
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productivity. The 2006 Dutch GDP per hour was 46.1 Euros. This productivity loss stems 

from a variety of effects. Users will suffer some malfunctioning of the machine before 

deciding that it needs to be repaired. They may undertake some repair efforts themselves, 

before involving a professional, either inside their organization or from repair service 

providers. When they do seek professional support, they have to bring in and collect the 

machine from the repair services or they have to wait for their machine to be repaired on site. 

All in all, this means that a conservative estimate for this scenario results in 50 Euros (repair 

cost) plus 46 Euros (about an hour of lost productivity) equals 96 Euros per infected machine. 

 

Users that try to repair the machine themselves would avoid these costs, but it seems 

reasonable to assume that it would take them more time to repair the machine than a 

professional. In light of the fact that the 2006 Dutch GDP per hour was 46.1 Euros, this 

additional time quickly equals or surpasses the cost of professional repair. The third scenario 

is where users suffer the consequences of infection without trying to repair the machine, until 

an automated repair solution becomes available, for example through their security software 

provider. Given the extent in which the machine functionality is disrupted, this scenario also 

quickly means that the time lost by users equals or surpasses the cost of professional repair.  

 

This means that a conservative estimate for the total cost of repair and lost productivity is: 96 

Euros (repair costs and lost productivity per machine) times 182,667 (number of installations 

of MSN malware, DollarRevenue and Matcash) equals 17.5 million Euros. 

Revenue Loss 

One of the effects of the installation of DollarRevenue is that it changed the default search 

engine of the machine. As a result, search service providers such as Google or Microsoft will 

lose search queries which represent lost revenue, as this is a key marketing channel for these 

companies. There is no publicly available data on the economic value of an individual query, 

as search engine providers treat this data as highly confidential. Neither do we have any data 

on how many queries were redirected by the malware installed on user machines. We can 

therefore only include this damage in a qualitative sense. 
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Cost of Data Loss 

As far as we know, the malware did not directly cause the destruction of data on the machine. 

While data availability and integrity may have been compromised because of malfunctioning 

or repair efforts, these impacts would fall under repair costs. We assume that it was possible 

to return the machine to its original state, as there are no indications of more permanent 

effects. 

Cost of Confidentiality Breach 

It is unclear to what extent the MSN malware and the adware installed in its wake 

compromised data confidentiality. Adware often collects information on online behavior of 

users, such as what sites are visited and what search queries are executed. Even if we did have 

more precise data on the extent that confidentially was compromised, it would be extremely 

difficult to quantify it economically, as explained in the previous chapter. We therefore opt to 

only include it in a qualitative sense.  

Cost of Fraud 

This case did not include any signs of fraudulent activities, so this category does not need to 

be included in the damage assessment.  

Cost of Reputation Effects 

Malware can cause a variety of reputation effects and, in this case, it involves two Microsoft 

software products: MSN Messenger and the Windows platform. While these effects are 

significant, their magnitude is unknown. However, any effect on, say, Microsoft revenue, 

would have to be pro-rated, but determining the ratio of this attack in the overall population of 

malware that has plagued the Windows platform in that same period. Given that this 

population has been growing exponentially (e.g., Symantec 2008), it is likely that an attempt 

to pro-rate the damage of the MSN and DollarRevenue malware would result in damage is 

that marginal compared to the overall damage estimate for this case. 
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Cost of Security Measures 

End users take measures to deal with malware. ISPs also take certain measures, such as 

filtering incoming mail traffic for malicious code, but ISPs typically don’t take 

countermeasures to the kind of malware that is central to this case. We focus on end users. 

The main damage here would be the indirect cost of anti-malware solutions for end-users. 

This cost would have to be pro-rated. It is clear that any convention for pro-rating can only 

result in marginal damage estimates. An example using upper bound assumptions can easily 

demonstrate this.  

 

License fees typically range from 5 to 10 Euros per machine per year. If we assume that all 

installations of the malware took place on different machines, then this would result in a total 

indirect cost of roughly 180,000 times 10 Euros equals 1.8 million Euros. Even if we make 

the assumption that 1 percent of the total indirect cost could be attributed to the MSN and 

DollarRevenue malware – an assumption that overestimates the damage by several orders of 

magnitude as Symantec reported over 200,000 new malicious code threats in the first half of 

2007 alone (Symantec 2008, p. 73) – then the damage that could be attributed to this case, 

would be 18,000 Euros. In short, the damage in this category is likely to be marginal. 

Cost of Infrastructure 

It is unlikely that the traffic generated by the adware on the 180,000 infected machines would 

have any discernable impact on the infrastructure of ISPs or others. The machines were not 

used for DDoS-attacks or other traffic-intensive forms of attacks. 

Cost of Patch Development and Deployment 

The attack was based on social engineering, not on the exploitation of a software 

vulnerability. It therefore does not imply any costs related to patching. 

Cost of Customer Support 

This category predominantly concerns ISPs. Users may have called their ISPs to complain 

about unwanted behavior of their browsers or other problems that disrupted their use of 
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Internet access. For every call the ISPs and hosting providers incur costs. There is no 

information available regarding the number of incoming calls that the MSN and 

DollarRevenue malware may have generated. Every call costs about 5 to 8 Euros, which 

means that it would have to generate tens of thousands of call to significantly impact the total 

damage estimate for this attack. In light of the total number of installations, around 180,000, 

such a magnitude seems highly unlikely. 

Cost of Abuse Management 

The MSN and DollarRevenue malware relied on servers to provide the infected clients with 

advertisements and download additional malware. The provider where these servers are 

hosted may receive incoming abuse notification regarding the malicious activity in which 

these servers are involved. We have no data on this effect. It is known, however, that even 

large ISPs and hosting providers that receive thousands of daily abuse notifications can deal 

with these notifications with relatively small abuse teams. If this type of impact were to have 

a significant influence on the overall estimate for this case, it would have to require at least 

over a thousand hours of abuse desk personnel – or 50 weeks of one full time staff member. 

That is highly unrealistic. 

Collateral Cost of Security Countermeasures 

We have found no indication that the malware triggered significant countermeasures that 

would affect hosting providers or the ISPs.  

Cost of Investigation at the Organizational Level 

This cost category involves the labor costs of CSIRTs and similar organizations. For this case, 

the impact is likely to be marginal, as the labor effort to investigate and communicate about 

this specific breach is unlikely to amount to a level that would noticeably affect the overall 

damage estimate. Again, this would require at least over a thousand hours in total, which is 

not nearly realistic for such a case. 
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Cost of Law Enforcement 

As mentioned earlier, OPTA is not allowed to include the costs of its own investigations in 

the process of determining fines for security breaches. Even though these costs may be 

substantial and could be gathered from their internal accounting data, we have agreed to not 

include them in this case study. 

Cost of Slower ICT Adoption 

This category of cost is in general not quantifiable, but would likely be negligible for this 

case, as it constitutes a very small part of the overall population of security breaches that 

influence the ICT adoption in the long run.  

Cost of Slower ICT Innovation 

For the reasons mentioned in the previous category, this cost is also not quantifiable but likely 

to be negligible. 

Total Cost Estimate 

Aggregating the findings of the different categories produces a total estimate of 17.5 million 

Euros. The only substantial impacts were repair costs and productivity losses. Other cost 

categories were either not relevant, likely to be negligible or impossible to estimate because of 

a lack of data or the diffuse nature of the damage.
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V 
Conclusions 

The report has laid out a framework to assess the damage cause by specific internet security 

incidents involving spam or malware. It was clear from the start that any attempt to quantify 

such damage would face serious methodological problems. Prior damage estimates were 

generated either at an aggregate or at the firm level. Both can be used as starting points for 

developing damage assessments for individual security incidents. However, several new 

difficulties arise and need to be overcome. Highly aggregated estimates on the overall impact 

of spam and malware are routinely faced with criticism regarding the underlying assumptions 

and methods. Using similar approaches for determining the damage caused by a single 

incident requires isolating the effects of a single spam or malware campaign from the overall 

impacts of malicious activity, which can be challenging. Cost estimates at the firm level are 

useful but do not reflect the full impacts of an incident on the entire value nat. A single attack 

typically can involve millions of firms or home users making it all but impossible to measure 

the impacts at the level of each affected firm. To make matter worse, the information needs to 

accurately measure or estimate the effects of an attack are substantial, as a multitude of 

factors influences the way an attack inflicts costs on market players. 

 

Keeping these challenges in mind, the framework has proven to be quite robust. It provided a 

structured way to assess and aggregate the different impacts in two case studies. The case 
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studies also demonstrated that the assessment of impacts is more feasible than the many 

challenges listed above would lead us to expect. Even in the absence of detailed data for many 

of the cost impacts, working with conservative assumptions often revealed that the cost 

impact in a particular category would be marginal at best. This greatly reduced the 

information needs for producing overall cost estimates and helps to prioritize the investigative 

effort by focusing on the cost categories in which the largest impacts occur. We conclude this 

report by briefly outlining how to prioritize and organize data collection during the 

investigative process. 

Prioritization of Effort 

Any investigation should start by developing a clear understanding of the chain of events and 

the percolation of the effects through the entire ICT value net. The framework can help to 

identify the relevant effects. 

 

The next step is to explore which cost categories are going to have the most significant 

impact. The two case studies (see Chapter IV) are enlightening in this respect. For the case of 

the spam campaign of Thuiswerkcentrale, the main impact is the cost of lost productivity and 

the cost of fraud. We conservatively estimated the total damage at 1.61 million Euros. We 

suspect that in most spam cases, the cost of lost productivity will be the main impact. If the 

spam campaign is used to support fraudulent transactions, then the cost of fraud is likely to 

also be significant. Under certain scenarios, the collateral cost of security countermeasures 

can be substantial. One example is when a spam run triggers the blacklisting of the email 

platform of the ISP through which the spam was sent. The ISP and its customers then incur 

costs of dealing with these effects. Should the spam messages also contain a malware payload 

or otherwise seek to infect the machines of recipients, then the investigation should also focus 

on the most significant impacts of that malware. 

 

For the case of the MSN and DollarRevenue malware, the main impacts were repair cost and 

the cost of lost productivity. We estimated the damage at 17.5 million Euros. 

Malware is a highly heterogeneous phenomenon, so other cases could conceivably generate 

significant impacts in other categories, depending on what use the attackers has for the 

infected machines.  
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The case studies demonstrated that outside of the categories mentioned most of the other 

impacts are either small – if not negligible – or diffuse. Two factors are relevant in assessing 

whether the effects in a category are likely to be relatively small: the magnitude of an incident 

relative to the totality of violations per period and the number of affected parties.  

 

Indirect costs, such as the cost of preventative security measures, need to be attributed to a 

specific incident using a pro-rating mechanism. Such a pro-rating convention has to take into 

account the overall population of incidents to which this specific attack belongs. The size of 

these populations is typically enormous. The level of spam in 2008, for example, varied 

around 150 billion messages per day. The number of malware threats was reported to be 

around 500,000 for the second half of 2007 (Symantec 2008, p. 46) and the number of 

infections is counted in the tens of millions per year (Microsoft 2008, pp. 45-51). The size of 

an individual attack will be dwarfed by these numbers, unless it was on a massive scale.  

 

The second relevant factor is the number of affected parties. Cost of lost productivity and cost 

of repair will often dominate the damage estimates because they involve a large number of 

users. Many of the other categories are focused on a smaller group of affected actors, such as 

the ISPs or hosting providers. While the damage per actor may be much higher than the 

productivity losses suffered by home and business users, the group of actors is much smaller 

and as such the damage often does not aggregate to a substantial impact. 

 

Next to the cost categories where the impacts are small or marginal – because of pro-rating or 

a relatively small set of affected parties – there are impacts that are diffused across a large 

number of actors. These diffuse effects could be quite substantial, but the data collection 

effort needed to produce a reliable estimate might be too costly. That said, in principle one 

could determine the impacts in all categories, if warranted by the costs and benefits of such an 

effort. 

Data Collection 

The framework also provides a structure for data collection while the investigation of a case is 

still ongoing. In any case, it is crucial to develop a timeline of the incident as it unfolded. The 
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investigators can assess whether a certain cost impact is relevant to the case. If it is, then the 

category indicates the kind of data that is needed to produce an estimate. For spam cases, data 

collection should start on these aspects to build a database supporting subsequent damage 

assessments: 

� distribution lists 

� number of message sent 

� timing of spam runs 

� portion of spam run to reach user inboxes 

� originating IP addresses 

� ISPs involved in distribution process 

� geography of recipients  

� business model driving the spam campaign (e.g., fraud, malware payload)  

 

For malware, data collection should start by focusing on: 

� number of infections over time 

� number of live installations at any time 

� geography of installations 

� behavior of malware on machine and effects on functionality 

� removal options (manual, automated; time when automated options become available) 

� business model driving the malware distribution (e.g., fraud, spam distribution, 

identity theft) 

 

Collecting this information will greatly facilitate quantifying the damages caused by an attack. 

As attack strategies evolve and use new attack vectors, any framework has to be adapted to 

changing circumstances. The proposed approach is flexible to be applied to changing 

scenarios. However, specific data collection efforts will have to co-evolve with the specific 

threats and therefore will have to be reassessed periodically. 
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Summary in Dutch 

Met de opmars van veiligheidsrisico’s rondom internetgebruik is ook de aandacht toegenomen 

voor de economische schade die wordt veroorzaakt door veiligheidsincidenten. Voor 

toezichthouders als OPTA is het belangrijk inzicht te verwerven in de economische schade die 

wordt aangericht door concrete overtredingen van de regelgeving tegen spam en malware. 

Een belangrijke belemmering daarbij is dat het onduidelijk is op welke wijze deze schade 

vastgesteld kan worden.  

 

Regelmatig circuleren er getallen in de media over de omvang van de schade die wordt 

veroorzaakt door spam en malware – de verzamelnaam voor kwaadaardige software zoals 

virussen, wormen, spyware en Trojaanse paarden. Zulke cijfers kennen echter enkele ernstige 

bezwaren. Allereerst wordt de onderliggende methodologie zelden geopenbaard, waardoor de 

schattingen onverifieerbaar blijven. Ten tweede vinden de schattingen vaak plaats op een 

hoog aggregatieniveau, zoals de kosten van spam op het niveau van een land of de 

gemiddelde schade die bedrijven in een bepaald jaar hebben geleden als gevolg van malware.  

 

Deze cijfers en de onderliggende methoden zijn doorgaans weinig bruikbaar voor het 

beoordelen van de kosten van specifieke incidenten. Dat laatste vereist dat men de effecten 

van een specifiek incident kan isoleren uit de algehele populatie aan veiligheidsproblemen. 

Dat is bijzonder lastig en hiervoor is weinig hulp voorhanden. In dit rapport wordt een 
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handreiking geboden waarmee op het niveau van concrete overtredingen de schade op dat 

niveau kan worden bepaald, welke schade mede van invloed kan zijn op de vaststelling van de 

ernst van een overtreding. 

 

Dit rapport ontwikkelt een methodisch raamwerk om de economische kosten systematisch te 

kunnen inventariseren en, waar mogelijk, qua omvang te kunnen schatten. Dat raamwerk 

wordt vervolgens toegepast in twee concrete zaken die door OPTA zijn onderzocht en waarin 

boetes zijn uitgedeeld. In deze samenvatting zetten we kort de opzet van het raamwerk uiteen, 

alsook de belangrijkste bevindingen van de analyse van de twee cases.  

 

Veiligheidsincidenten raken vaak meerdere partijen dan alleen de directe slachtoffers van de 

aanval. Zo berokkent spam niet alleen schade bij de ontvanger, maar ook bij bijvoorbeeld de 

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) van de ontvanger die kosten moeten maken om de spam te 

filteren en bij de ISP van de verzender, als deze te maken krijgt met tegenmaatregelen van 

spambestrijders waarbij ook andere klanten van de ISP getroffen worden (zogenaamde 

‘collatoral damage’).  

 

Het raamwerk is opgezet vanuit de gedachte dat de schade door het hele waardenetwerk van 

internetdiensten op kan treden en dat die schade allerlei vormen aan kan nemen. Daartoe 

worden allereerst verschillende partijen onderscheiden die betrokken kunnen zijn: 

� gebruikers (thuisgebruikers, zakelijke gebruikers); 

� e-commercebedrijven; 

� infrastructuurgerelateerde bedrijven (softwarefabrikanten, ISPs, hosting providers, 

registrars); 

� organisaties in incident response (computer security incident response teams, 

handhavingsinstanties); 

� de maatschappij in brede zin. 

De categorieën zijn niet wederzijds uitsluitend. Zo zijn alle partijen ook gebruikers van ICT-

diensten. Als de schade zich in de rol als gebruiker realiseert, dan is het eenvoudiger om alle 

partijen gezamenlijk als gebruikers te behandelen, in plaats van de schade voor elke partij 

afzonderlijk vast te stellen. Als de schade specifiek is voor een of meerdere partijen, dan is het 

wenselijk om dit specifiek voor die groep of groepen te omschrijven en te schatten. Daarnaast 

zijn er enkele schadeposten die zich erg diffuus manifesten waardoor ze niet aan een 
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specifieke groep zijn toe te wijzen. Daarvoor hebben we ‘maatschappij in brede zin’ als 

drager van de schade toegevoegd. 

 

Naast de verschillende soorten partijen worden er diverse categorieën van schade 

gedefinieerd. Die zetten we hieronder kort uiteen: 

� Reparatiekosten. Dit zijn de kosten die gebruikers moeten maken om hun systemen 

weer in de oorspronkelijke staat te herstellen na een incident. 

� Productiviteitsverliezen. Dit zijn de kosten van werktijd die verloren gaat door een 

incident. Dit kan bijvoorbeeld de tijd zijn die nodig is om als spam gemarkeerde 

berichten te controleren en verwijderen of de tijdsverliezen ten gevolge van systemen 

die niet langer correct functioneren. 

� Omzetverliezen. Deze kosten treffen de leveranciers van e-commercediensten als de 

levering van die diensten op enigerlei gehinderd is door de aanval, waardoor er omzet 

verloren is gegaan. 

� Kosten van dataverlies. Als de aanval tot gevolg heeft dat er data gecorrumpeerd 

wordt of anderszins verloren gaat, dan veroorzaakt dat schade bij de eigenaar van die 

data, bijvoorbeeld in de vorm van de kosten om dezelfde data nogmaals te verzamelen. 

� Kosten van inbreuk op vertrouwelijkheid van data. Bij bepaalde aanvallen, zoals 

identiteitsdiefstal, wordt data gestolen terwijl de eigenaar zelf ook in bezit blijft van de 

data. Dan gaat het niet om de kosten van dataverlies, maar van het verlies van 

vertrouwelijkheid. Het kan de waarde van de data doen dalen, bijvoorbeeld, of het kan 

kostbare procedures noodzakelijk maken om de inbreuk publiekelijk te melden aan 

alle betrokkenen. 

� Kosten van fraude. Sommige aanvallen gaan gepaard met frauduleuze transacties. Die 

schade dient meegeteld te worden.  

� Kosten van reputatieschade. Incidenten kunnen tot reputatieschade leiden. Een 

succesvolle malware-besmetting kan bijvoorbeeld het vertrouwen in de kwaliteit van 

de betrokken software doen afnemen. Dat kan tot omzetverliezen leiden of tot kosten 

om de reputatie te herstellen. 

� Kosten van veiligheidsmaatregelen. Gebruikers van ICT moeten kosten maken om 

zich te beschermen tegen veiligheidsrisico’s. Een deel daarvan kan aan specifieke 

aanvallen worden toegerekend. 
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� Kosten van infrastructuur. Incidenten kunnen leiden tot additionele kosten op het 

gebied van infrastructuur, zoals het tijdelijk of permanent moeten uitbreiden van 

netwerkcapaciteit.  

� Kosten van de ontwikkeling en uitrol van veiligheidspatches. Aanvallen kunnen 

gebruik maken van lekken of kwetsbaarheden in softwareprogramma’s. Patches zijn 

stukjes software die veiligheidslekken in een softwarepakket dienen te verhelpen. De 

ontwikkeling daarvan is vaak kostbaar, alsmede de installatie ervan door gebruikers.  

� Kosten van klantenondersteuning. Bepaalde veiligheidsincidenten kunnen leiden tot 

een beroep op de klantondersteuning van bijvoorbeeld ISPs. Dat leidt tot kosten voor 

die partijen. 

� Kosten van ‘abuse management’. Een aanval kan zorgen voor meldingen van ‘abuse’ 

– misbruik van het netwerk – bij betrokken ISPs, hosting providers of registrars. Het 

analyseren van en reageren op die meldingen creëert kosten voor die partijen. 

� Kosten van bijkomende schade van tegenmaatregelen. Aanvallen kunnen 

tegenmaatregelen uitlokken die schade bij anderen creëren dan alleen de aanvaller. Zo 

kan een spamcampagne er toe leiden dat een deel van het mailverkeer van een ISP 

wordt geblokkeerd door blacklistoperators en andere ISPs. Daarvan kan een grote 

groep klanten van die ISP hinder ondervinden. 

� Kosten van onderzoek op organisatorisch niveau. Allerlei organisaties en groepen die 

zich met incident response bezighouden, maken kosten voor analyse van en overleg 

over specifieke aanvallen. 

� Kosten van handhaving. De publieke instanties die verantwoordelijk zijn voor 

handhaving of opsporing en vervolging dragen de kosten van het onderzoek naar de 

overtredingen of misdrijven. (Al kunnen deze kosten aanzienlijk zijn, in de analyse 

van de cases zijn ze buiten beschouwing gelaten, omdat OPTA deze kosten niet mag 

betrekken bij het vaststellen van de boetes.) 

� Kosten van vertraagde ICT-adoptie. Veiligheidsincidenten kunnen het vertrouwen van 

consumenten in internet-gebaseerde diensten ondermijnen en anderszins het gebruik 

van online diensten vertragen. Aangezien er maatschappelijke efficiëntiewinsten 

samenhangen met de adoptie van die diensten, betekent het uitblijven daarvan dat er 

schade optreedt.  

� Kosten van vertraage ICT-innovatie. Dit is vergelijkbaar met de vorige schadepost, zij 

het dat het niet gaat om adoptie van bestaande diensten, maar om de vertraging van de 

ontwikkeling van nieuwe diensten. 
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Omdat het raamwerk een grote variëteit aan incidenten moet kunnen verwerken, hebben we 

de schadecategorieën op een generiek niveau geformuleerd. In concrete gevallen kan de 

omschrijving van de schade dan gepreciseerd worden. Daarbij dient ook gelet te worden op 

het gevaar van dubbeltellingen.  

 

Binnen de categorieën kunnen ruwweg drie soort kosten optreden: directe, indirecte en 

impliciete kosten. Directe kosten vloeien rechtstreeks uit het incident voort en zijn ook 

proportioneel in relatie tot de aard van het incident. Indirecte kosten zijn veiligheidskosten die 

niet voor een specifiek incident gelden, maar voor een bredere klasse aan bedreigingen 

waarvan het incident deel uitmaakt. Via een ‘pro-rating’-mechanisme moet dan bepaald 

worden welk deel daarvan kan worden toegewezen aan het specifieke incident. Dit is 

vergelijkbaar met de wijze waarop in accounting allerlei vast kosten als overhead worden 

toegewezen aan bepaalde diensten of producten. Impliciete kosten zijn vormen van schade 

waarvan we weten dat ze op kunnen treden, maar die zo diffuus zijn dat ze bijzonder moeilijk 

zijn te meten of te schatten – bijvoorbeeld de kosten van vertraage ICT innovatie. We hebben 

ze wel opgenomen in het raamwerk, omdat we alle relevante effecten wilden kunnen 

identificeren. In concrete gevallen kunnen ze echter alleen kwalitatief worden meegeteld. 

Overigens geldt in het algemeen dat het meten van de schade in veel categorieën erg moeilijk 

zal zijn. Vaak zal moeten worden volstaan met schattingen of zijn zelfs die erg lastig te 

ontwikkelen. 

 

Het gebruik van het raamwerk voor een specifieke case bestaat eruit om voor elke 

schadecategorie na te gaan of deze relevant is en welke partijen daarbij betrokken zijn. Om dit 

proces te ondersteunen hebben we aangegeven welke partijen waarschijnlijk bij een bepaalde 

schadepost betrokken zijn (zie tabel 2 op pagina 63). 

 

Het raamwerk is toegepast op twee concrete gevallen: een spamcampagne van een bedrijf 

genaamd Thuiswerkcentrale en de verspreiding van malware door middel van een 

gecorrumpeerde versie van MSN messenger, waarbij ook malware betrokken was die bekend 

staat onder de naam ‘DollarRevenue’. Binnen de beperking die bij het raamwerk en de 

schattingen zijn aangegeven, is de schade van de case Thuiswerkcentrale geschat op 1,61 

miljoen Euro. De belangrijkste schadeposten waren productiviteitsverliezen en de kosten van 
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fraude. De schade van de MSN en DollarRevenue malware is geschat op 17,5 miljoen Euro. 

Daar waren de reparatiekosten en productiviteitsverliezen de grootste posten. 

 

De toepassing van het raamwerk leverde interessante inzichten op. De omvang van veel van 

de genoemde schadeposten zijn in de praktijk erg lastig vast te stellen. Toch bleek dat zelfs 

met enkele eenvoudige aannames al snel duidelijk wordt dat voor veel posten de schade geen 

significante impact zal hebben op de totale uitkomst. Dat verlicht aanzienlijk de last van 

dataverzameling en analyse bij het uitvoeren van het raamwerk in concrete gevallen.  

 

Twee aspecten geven een indicatie of een post significant zal zijn of niet. Ten eerste de vraag 

of er ‘pro-rating’ plaats moet vinden ten aanzien van een grotere populatie van 

veiligheidsincidenten. Zo ja, dan is de kans groot dat het uiteindelijke schadebedrag erg laag, 

zo niet verwaarloosbaar, zal blijken te zijn. Ter illustratie: de spamcampagne van 

Thuiswerkcentrale bestond, voor zover onderbouwd kon worden met bewijsmateriaal, uit 4,5 

miljoen spamberichten. In dezelfde periode werden er wereldwijd meer dan 50 miljard 

spamberichten per dag verstuurd. Overigens ligt dit peil inmiddels boven de 150 miljard 

berichten per dag. 

 

Het tweede aspect is het aantal betrokken partijen bij een schadepost. Is dat aantal groot, zoals 

bij thuisgebruikers en zakelijke gebruikers, dan tellen kleine schades vaak snel op tot 

significante bedragen. Is dat relatief klein, zoals bij het aantal Nederlandse ISPs, dan blijft de 

schadepost doorgaans bescheiden van omvang, ook al kan het schadebedrag per betrokkene 

aanzienlijk hoger liggen. 

 

Het raamwerk is uitvoerbaar gebleken, al geldt daarbij wel dat veiligheidsincidenten niet 

alleen erg divers, maar ook zeer veranderlijk zijn. Het raamwerk en de bijbehorende 

dataverzamelingsstrategieën zullen moeten co-evolueren met deze veranderende 

veiligheidsrisico’s. 
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Tabel 2: Raamwerk schade van veiligheidsincidenten 
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